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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to provide insights into publication practices from the perspective of academics working within four disciplinary communities: biosciences, astronomy/physics, education and history. The paper explores the ways in which these multiple overlapping communities intersect with the journal landscape and the implications for the adoption and use of new players in the scholarly communication system, particularly open-access mega-journals (OAMJs). OAMJs (e.g. PLOS ONE and Scientific Reports) are large, broad scope, open-access journals that base editorial decisions solely on the technical/scientific soundness of the article.

Design/methodology/approach – Focus groups with active researchers in these fields were held in five UK Higher Education Institutions across Great Britain, and were complemented by interviews with pro-vice-chancellors for research at each institution.

Findings – A strong finding to emerge from the data is the notion of researchers belonging to multiple overlapping communities, with some inherent tensions in meeting the requirements for these different audiences. Researcher perceptions of evaluation mechanisms were found to play a major role in attitudes towards OAMJs, and interviews with the pro-vice-chancellors for research indicate that there is a difference between researchers’ perceptions and the values embedded in institutional frameworks.

Originality/value – This is the first purely qualitative study relating to researcher perspectives on OAMJs. The findings of the paper will be of interest to publishers, policy-makers, research managers and academics.
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1. Introduction
Since the 1950s a complex journal ecosystem has evolved, particularly for scientific disciplines (Cope and Phillips, 2014). There has been a proliferation of specialist journal titles addressed to a niche audience and at the same time the emergence of highly prestigious broad-scope journals, such as Nature and Science. The volume of published articles grows steadily each year (Ware and Mabe, 2015, p. 29) and is the predominant type of output, with increasing importance even in those disciplines where traditionally the monograph has been the primary means of publication. Alongside this development, the worldwide higher education environment has become increasingly prestige and metrics driven (Wilsdon et al., 2015). Particularly with regard to university research evaluation and performance-based research...
funding systems (the dominant approach in Europe) (Sivertsen, 2017) and National research evaluation frameworks, such as the Research Excellence Framework (REF) in the UK and Excellence in Research (ERA) for Australia (which both rely on peer evaluation in addition to performance indicators, such as journal article citation analysis, for specific disciplines e.g. the physical and applied sciences). In 2006 Public Library of Science launched PLOS ONE, a new type of journal now commonly called a mega-journal. As epitomised by PLOS ONE, mega-journals have four primary characteristics: broad scope (accepting articles across a range of disciplines), large output (publishing a high number of articles), an open-access publishing model (typically based on an Article Processing Charge (APC) paid by the author prior to publication), and an editorial policy that reviews submissions solely on the basis of their technical or scientific soundness (Björk, 2015). It is the last of these – soundness-only peer review – that has emerged as perhaps the defining characteristic of the OMAJ model (Wakeling, Spezi, Fry, Creaser, Pinfield and Willett, 2017). As stated by PLOS, the motivations for the launch of PLOS ONE were primarily related to challenging prevailing practices in scholarly communication, particularly the importance placed on journal impact factor (JIF) and associated journal metrics (Patterson, 2009). By removing the requirement for work to be judged significant, the creators of PLOS ONE intended to facilitate the dissemination of work that might not be published elsewhere, while also providing a venue for interdisciplinary work. The output of some mega-journals, two of which (PLOS ONE and Scientific Reports) are now the largest journals in the world, suggests that the model is popular with some authors and uptake has been more prevalent in particular areas, such as the Biosciences. While mega-journals are the fastest growing segment of the Open Access (OA) market (Ware and Mabe, 2015), the proportion of all scholarly output published in open-access mega-journals (OAMJs) is still small (just 2.6 per cent of Scopus indexed articles published in 2016 are from a mega-journal). Thus far, related studies have focused on describing patterns of uptake and use of mega-journals, but have not provided explanations as to the underlying factors. In this first qualitative study of researchers’ attitudes towards OAMJs we explore the mega-journal phenomenon from a community perspective. Based on focus groups with researchers in four disciplines at five institutions, and interviews with Pro-Vice Chancellors for Research (PVC-Rs), the purpose of this paper is to understand academic publication practices in a disciplinary context and to explain the role of OAMJs in that context. It focuses on the adoption of OAMJs in the biosciences, astronomy/physics, education and history, whilst taking into account institutional frameworks and drivers in the broader science system (e.g. government and funder policies).

2. Background
2.1 Uptake of OAMJs
Mega-journals are a relatively recent phenomenon, and as such the literature on OAMJs is sparse but growing. In their review of research and comment on mega-journals in the formal and informal literature, Spezi et al. (2017) found evidence of polarised and at times animated debate on the merits or otherwise of the model. While advocates highlight their democratising potential, critics suggest that OAMJs are little more than “dumping grounds” for low quality work, and that the eschewing of significance as a criteria for acceptance leaves readers without a valuable filter (for an example of such debate, see the comments on Anderson, 2010).

A number of recent papers have used bibliometric techniques to map the emergence of OAMJs (Wakeling et al., 2016; Björk, 2015). These suggest that OAMJs have the largest uptake in the Medical and Life Sciences disciplines, and that even within journals with ostensibly broad subject scope, sub-disciplinary preferences are emerging. Work has also been done to understand the citation distribution for articles published in OAMJs, finding significant variation in citation rates for different OAMJs (Wakeling et al., 2016).
In the only qualitative study relating to OAMJs, publishers identified a number of incentives for researchers to publish in mega-journals, in particular journal brand and JIF, as well as the potentially rapid publication of their research (Wakeling, Spezi, Creaser, Fry, Pinfield and Willett, 2017). They also note that mega-journals are attractive to authors of papers reporting less significant findings, or that report research from an emerging field. Two surveys of mega-journal authors (Solomon, 2014; Sands, 2014) offer support for some of these proposed incentives. Interestingly around half of respondents to these surveys reported that their manuscripts had previously been submitted to another journal. An important gap in the literature to date concerns the reasons why researchers choose not to submit their work to a mega-journal in the first place.

2.2 Researcher publication practices
The importance of the journal article to scholarly communication has long been established, and disciplinary differences in level of use and drivers of journal selection are increasingly emerging in the literature (Fry, Proberts, Creaser, Greenwood, Spezi and White, 2009; Nicholas et al., 2010; Research Information Network (RIN), 2007; Tenopir et al., 2016). Disciplinary communities have their own culture and norms, which according to Trowler (2014) are conditioned by many factors, including new technologies, the marketization of knowledge, globalisation and the rise of the evaluative state. These forces condition interactions within and across disciplinary communities (Trowler, 2014) and how academics behave – providing an explanation as to why at the level of scholarly communication different disciplinary communities place different values on particular characteristics, and aspects of the publication process (Harley et al., 2010). While some factors – particularly the prestige of the journal, and its audience – appear to be almost universally considered important, others have greater or lesser significance for different disciplines and sub-disciplines. The career-stage of authors has also been shown to influence journal choice. The publishing strategy of early career researchers (ECRs) is commonly understood to focus on publishing in “top” journals (i.e. titles indexed in Scopus and Web of Science, preferably with a high JIF), as they believe this is what will help further their reputation and career (Nicholas et al., 2017). ECRs are also driven by a need quickly to develop a strong research profile, and thus are particularly sensitive to the requirements of balancing journal prestige with other factors such as likelihood of acceptance, and speed of publication.

Of particular relevance to our understanding of author behaviour is the role of the JIF. Initially conceived of as a journal selection tool for librarians (Garfield, 1979), the JIF – a measure of the mean number of citations to articles recently published by a given journal – has become an integral and controversial part of the academic landscape. As well as influencing many researchers’ choice of journal (Cope and Phillips, 2014), there is evidence that the JIF of the publishing journal is used as a component of research evaluation for tenure and promotion in academia (Rijcke et al., 2016), as well as research funding (Hicks et al., 2015). So pervasive is the influence of the JIF that it has even been seen to influence scientists in their choice of research areas, with those more likely to lead to the type of findings considered to be attractive to high impact journals being prioritised (Müller and de Rijcke, 2017).

For researchers who are subject to national University research evaluation exercises (such as the REF in the UK), metrics, and in particular the JIF, take on additional importance. As Nicholas et al. (2014) put it, JIF and research evaluation are “intertwined in the minds of UK researchers” (p. 128). It is well acknowledged that research evaluation exercises such as the REF do shape researchers’ publishing behaviours (Housewright et al., 2013), and a growing body of work is exploring the wider impact on scholarship (see Rijcke et al., 2016). It is important to note here that in recent evaluation cycles the UK REF has explicitly eschewed the JIF as a performance indicator and ERA has not used a Ranked Journal list since ERA 2010 (based on feedback from Research Evaluation Committees that they relied on their own expert knowledge of the quality of research outlets relevant to their discipline).
2.3 Disciplinary communities as discourse communities

Previous literature showed that disciplinary norms play a key role in patterns of scholarly communication. There are various sociological theories describing disciplinary cultures and explaining the similarities and differences between them (Abbott, 2001; Becher and Trowler, 2001; Whitley, 2000). Whilst these theories have been shown to be useful in better understanding scholarly communication by highlighting cultural norms they are at the taxonomic level, whereas the genre analysis literature contextualises disciplines from a community perspective and draws attention to the role of specific genres, e.g. the journal article, within academic communities (Berkenkotter and Huckin, 1995).

The extent to which the use of the term “community” is appropriate to describe the inhabitants of academic disciplines has been debated in the literature given certain aspects of definitions of communities, such as a sense of belonging, shared goals and consensus. For example, Tönnies’ (1957) seminal definition of community (Gemeinschaft) that uses the terms “familiar”, “comfortable” and “exclusive” appears to run counter to what we know of academic communities, which can be fragmented, tribal and competitive (Becher and Trowler, 2001). Survival of the discipline/sub-discipline, or the growth of a new discipline/sub-discipline, however, might be a commonly held shared goal or unifying feature of disciplinary communities.

Seen from a cultural perspective, communities can be perceived as symbolic in that they have a shared set of symbols, constructs and norms which support routine discourse activities (Cohen, 1985). This perspective resonates with the notion of a discourse community, which in Swales’ (1990) definition has six defining characteristics:

1. a set of shared goals;
2. a forum for communication between members e.g. meetings, correspondence, e-mail etc.;
3. on-going “conversations” through active participation in providing information and feedback;
4. recognised genres for communication;
5. a specialised vocabulary or language; and
6. a critical mass of members, with an evolving membership – survival depends on a reasonable ratio between “experts” and “novices”.

Whilst Swales (1998) has criticised the term “disciplinary community” as inappropriately portraying disciplines as idyllic and consensus oriented he has applied the notion of discourse communities to academic settings. Previously, Harrison and Stephen (1995) had also argued for the usefulness of the notion in understanding academic discourse, not least because of the centrality of genres in scholarly communication, e.g. the research proposal, the scholarly article, or the peer reviewer’s report (Berkenkotter and Huckin, 1995), and the shared symbol systems used to construct them. Cohen (1985, p. 19) argues that this symbolic perspective of communities mitigates the need for a defining “consensus of sentiment”, rather symbols are cognitive constructs that provide members of a community with the “means to make meaning”. These genres and symbols function on multiple levels; they are deployed to achieve individual and collective goals and they are used to demarcate the boundaries of the discipline (Harrison and Stephen, 1995; Becher and Trowler, 2001). In their seminal article on domain analysis in information science Hjørland and Albrechtsen (1995) emphasised the analytic valence in conceiving of knowledge domains as discourse communities.

Berkenkotter and Huckin (1995, p. 11) refer to these genres as constituting an “academic conversation”, with varying levels of formality and participation, the competent engagement in which requires enculturation of new members. This knowledge is typically “picked up” in
the local milieu of the culture, rather than being explicitly taught. The process of citation and referencing signals to reviewers, editors and readers the way in which a published output builds on what has gone before and is a conversation conducted via the literature. Albeit, the extent to which an author is required to demonstrate how closely coupled an output is to an ongoing conversation varies from one academic community to another (Crane, 1972).

### 3. Method

An embedded case-study approach was used, aiming to capture a detailed picture of both disciplinary and institutional perspectives on the role of journals and the OAMJ phenomenon. The case studies involved a series of 16 focus groups based on four disciplines across five institutions spread across England, Scotland and Wales. Focus group participants were active researchers from a range of career stages as depicted in Table I. Given the potential influence of national research evaluation frameworks and other external policy drivers, such as funder policies, on researcher dissemination and publication behaviours (Fry, Oppenheim, Creaser, Johnson, Summers, White, Butters, Craven, Griffiths and Hartley, 2009), with institutions playing a pivotal role in operationalising these frameworks, it was considered important to gain an understanding of the institutional framework within which the discipline-based focus groups were located. For this purpose interviews were conducted with the pro-vice-chancellors for research (or their equivalent) in each of the institutions where a discipline focus group was held.

The focus group protocol started with an explanation of what an OAMJ is and covered factors influencing journal choice, strategies when an article is rejected, experience (if any) of publishing in an OAMJ, values relating to the peer-review system and views on soundness only peer review, the role of journals in filtering for significance for the discipline, and the extent to which the OAMJ approach to peer review has an influence on authors as readers. The interviews with PVC-Rs explored the extent to which they were aware of OAMJs and whether or not they had been discussed with regard to the wider institutional framework; for example, ways in which they were perceived in the context of the academic journal landscape for the disciplines in their institution and the broader context of the UK’s REF.

Using Becher and Trowler’s (2001) typology as a sampling framework four disciplines were chosen that span the physical, life and social sciences, and the arts and humanities. Within this framework disciplines were included on the basis of being “first-movers” in the adoption of OAMJs (biosciences), where OAMJs have been relatively moderately adopted (as evidenced by the representation of these disciplines in mega-journals) and where we expected some awareness of the phenomenon (astronomy/physics) and where it was less likely that there was awareness of OAMJs or indeed of OA more broadly (education and history).

To identify institutions from which to recruit focus group participants’ purposive sampling was used[2]. The criteria included percentage income from research grants and FTE numbers of research active staff; five institutions were selected for the disciplinary focus groups. These were selected geographically to include a reasonable spread across

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Career stage of focus group participants</th>
<th>Lecturer</th>
<th>Senior lecturer</th>
<th>Reader</th>
<th>Professor</th>
<th>PhD students/post-docs</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Institution A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution E</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I.
England, Scotland and Wales. Some leeway was allowed in the sampling to make efficient use of resources by holding multiple focus groups at each of the five institutions and a small number of initially identified institutions were unable to participate. There were 60 focus group participants in total spanning the four disciplines (Table II). Participants were recruited via school/department staff and PhD mailing lists – all those who expressed an interest in the focus groups were offered a place. Data collection ranged from November 2016 to February 2017.

The fact that we had a low response rate from history is perhaps a finding in itself and was not unexpected given the low levels of adoption of OA publishing in this discipline. The low response rate does however limit the extent to which the conclusions can be generalised to history as a disciplinary community.

Each focus group lasted an hour, was audio recorded and partially transcribed (this consisted of detailed notes recording the points made by participants, with full transcriptions of noteworthy statements). The data were analysed using a well-established thematic analysis approach (Braun and Clarke, 2006; Saldana, 2013) resulting in the identification of broad themes, three of which are presented in this paper: choice of journal, awareness of OAMJ, and notions of community. The first two themes presented in the findings section (“choice of journal” and “awareness of OAMJ”) are semantic in nature drawing on obvious meanings in the data, whilst the third is a latent theme. Being a latent theme “notions of community” explores the ideas, assumptions and conceptualisations underlying the obvious, surface level, meaning of the data (Braun and Clarke, 2006, p. 86). The third sub-section of the findings section is, therefore, more conceptual and discursive in nature than the preceding two sub-sections.

All transcripts were coded using the NVivo qualitative analysis software. Given the small number of transcripts, they were divided between two coders: each transcript was coded by one and “proof-coded” by the other in order to ensure a robust and reliable coding process. The “proof-coding” consisted in each researcher reviewing the other’s coding; discrepancies and issues in the coding results were compared, discussed and resolved, so that both coders fully agreed with the final coded transcripts. The proof-coding process renders an inter-coder agreement score irrelevant, since in practice the content of every code is agreed by both coders.

4. Findings

4.1 Choice of journal

Participants described a range of drivers influencing journal selection, and a range of journal characteristics that factored into eventual publication decisions. In considering these findings it is interesting to note that many participants, particularly in the non-science disciplines, stated that they have a relatively clear idea of a target journal early in the writing process, and that both the “angle” of the article and choice of journal evolve in the process.

Whilst the terms “prestige” or “reputation” were widely used in relation to journal titles participants often found it hard to define exactly what they meant by these two terms. There was generally a historical word of mouth element to notions of prestige, with certain journals seemingly firmly established at the top of a hierarchy within each discipline[3]. There were discussions in several of the focus groups about the difference between the “community view” of prestige (or relative importance) and journal rankings based on the JIF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institutions</th>
<th>Biosciences</th>
<th>Physics</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>History</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Focus group participants by discipline
Journal reputation was most commonly associated with the respect with which it was held within the disciplinary community, with focus group participants’ perceptions based on the quality of published articles, the perceived thoroughness of the review process, and members of the editorial board. It was also notable that several participants explicitly stated that a journal’s affiliation with a learned society had a strong positive influence on its reputation.

4.1.1 Target audience and readership. Many participants emphasised the importance of reaching a desired readership, which was an important factor in journal choice for submitting an article. For bioscientists, astronomers/physicists and historians this was presented as a choice (sometimes expressed as a tension) between a journal with a narrow sub-disciplinary focus (which was perceived to maximise the chances of reaching a target and engaged audience), or a broader scope journal, which would often bring greater prestige, a wider readership and increased visibility. It should be noted that education researchers described a different journal environment, with few if any generalist journals. In general, only higher quality articles reporting research likely to be viewed as significant by a wide range of researchers (at a discipline or cross-discipline level) were deemed suitable for broader scope journals. It was noted by participants too that narrower scope journals, since they are aimed at a specialist audience, allowed for greater use of technical vocabulary and more in-depth reporting of results.

Given the early stage in the writing process at which participants reported thinking about choice of journal for publication, it was clear that researchers assign great importance to the perceived scope of potential journals. The message of an article is then tailored to the anticipated audience during the drafting process. Key to this is researchers understanding the readership of different journals, and a number of participants emphasised the role of learned society journals as titles with a clearly defined audience.

It was also notable that participants were keen to emphasise that different dissemination and publication practices were required in order to communicate with practitioner or other non-academic audiences. The journal article was seen as an inappropriate medium for communication with practitioners, both in terms of accessibility and comprehension.

4.1.2 Article type and quality. An almost universally mentioned driver of choice of journal related to the type and quality of the article, and the extent to which it aligned with the requirements of potential journals. Many participants described “aiming high” by submitting manuscripts to the “highest impact” or “most prestigious” journal in which it might realistically be published. This was primarily with the goal of maximising the exposure and influence of their article, although some participants also mentioned that higher quality journals often produced more useful and detailed peer review reports (that could then be used to refine and improve the paper for submission to the next journal on the list of potential journals), a factor that emerged as a significant driver of submissions for many participants, particularly bioscientists.

Participants discussed quality both in terms of the prestige of a journal and the production/publication service offered by the publisher. The overall publication process, from submission to peer review to publication, clearly influences the opinions researchers form about journals in their discipline(s), and as such it was not surprising that their previous experience with a journal was often cited as a factor influencing decisions on journal selection.

While the perceived quality of the journal was important, many participants also emphasised the importance of selecting a journal that provided a good fit for the article. This included the particular subject speciality of the journal, its editorial policy such as paradigm orientation, e.g. quantitative/qualitative or theoretical/empirical, the extent to which supplementary data are supported and encouraged (or discouraged), how frequently the
journal was cited in the article in question, and the speed, quality and efficiency of the peer review process.

Participants also discussed the perceived requirements of “top”[4] journals, with bioscientists and astronomers/physicists in particular noting that the chance of acceptance by high JIF journals is closely linked to the novelty and “newsworthiness” of the manuscript. Several bioscientists and astronomers/physicists viewed this as a troublesome development, and expressed frustration that their articles had been rejected on these grounds by the editor without a chance to go to peer review.

4.1.3 Career and research quality assessment requirements. The most important factor influencing publishing practices for participants was the UK’s REF, with many acknowledging that the requirements of the REF had superseded even reaching a particular readership as a major factor influencing choice of journal. Participants across all disciplines referred to institutional pressure to produce REF-returnable papers, and although it was acknowledged that the REF criteria were somewhat opaque, a number of important consequences for publishing practices were described. There was a general consensus that quality rather than quantity should drive an individual’s publication strategies, primarily because of the necessity to produce 4* REF papers. This suggests a significant shift away from what has until recently been a predominantly “publish or perish” culture (which emphasised quantity over quality) in the scholarly communication system. Those participants who published articles of varying academic impact distinguished between “REF-able” and “non-REF-able” articles, with the latter most likely to be driven either by a desire to publish primary data from a publicly funded research project, or to target a particular community (e.g. practitioners).

Many participants noted that ECRs were particularly driven by the perceived requirements of the UK’s REF to publish in prestigious journals. As one participant put it, there are “particular buttons that they need to press for probation and promotion and the next stage and that’s critical” (Institution D, education). Most experienced researchers agreed that in certain circumstances the prestige of the journal had to be balanced with a need for speedy publication (e.g. for PhD students close to completion and applying for post-doctoral positions). Some participants suggested that as a researcher became more established, the pressure to publish in “top” journals reduced somewhat. This was disputed by others, who noted that maintaining a reputation in the field required publications in the most prestigious journals, which were also seen as important for successful grant proposals.

The demands of the REF influenced researchers differently depending on discipline. Although the REF process emphasises evaluation of research quality independent of journal title most bioscientists perceived that publishing in journals with a high JIF was essential, and many astronomers/physicists also felt that the JIF of the journal played an important role in research evaluation. In stark contrast, most historians and education researchers stated that the JIF played little or no role in their choice of journal, and indeed many were unaware of the metric and how it is calculated. It is interesting to note that all PVC-Rs interviewed were keen to emphasise that their institution’s policies and processes relating to promotion and recruitment, as well as REF returns, were based on assessing individual article quality, independent of journal prestige or JIF.

4.1.4 Tensions. An important theme to emerge from discussions of journal choice were the tensions and trade-offs between different drivers and journal characteristics. Most commonly these related to notions of journal quality and prestige, which included, but was not limited to the JIF. Researchers described a need to weigh the potential benefits of publishing in a high prestige journal with the time and effort required to navigate often highly demanding submission processes, an equation influenced by the low success rates of such submissions. An additional factor was the occasional need for a pragmatic approach,
when circumstances (e.g. a PhD student preparing for a job application) necessitated speedy publication. Participants also spoke of a need to balance the reputational and career incentives of publishing in these journals with the optimum readership of an article; it was acknowledged that the journal with the highest JIF might not necessarily be the one most read by the desired audience.

4.2 Open-access mega-journals

4.2.1 Awareness of OAMJs. Both the term “mega-journal” and the concept itself were unfamiliar to most focus-group participants and the PVC-Rs interviewed, with the notable exception of life science researchers, of whom most were at least familiar with the model. As one participant put it: “the concept is well known but the term has no common usage” (Institution B, bioscientist). It was striking that several participants realised during the discussion that they had published articles in OAMJs, stating that they had not realised at the time of submission and publication that the journal in question was in any way different to a traditional journal. Many of those who were previously aware of mega-journals associated such journals primarily with a large publication volume. It was also notable that on several occasions, having heard the focus group moderator outlines the OAMJ approach, several participants seemed to equate OAMJs with predatory journals[5].

This view was not specific to OAMJs. In discussions about OA as a driver of journal choice while many participants agreed that the accessibility of an article could be important, particularly in reaching non-academic readers, a number of historians and education researchers questioned the quality of OA journals. It was also noted that the cost of Gold OA publishing could be prohibitive; while university funding was available in some circumstances, this was by no means always the case. ECRs and those researchers doing non-funded research in particular were perceived to face significant barriers in this regard.

4.2.2 Perceptions of OAMJs. A number of negative perceptions of OAMJs emerged during discussions. The most commonly mentioned issue related to the visibility of research published in a high volume journal, and the likelihood of it reaching its intended audience. This concern was shared by large numbers of participants across all disciplines and institutions. Another common perception was that mega-journals were of lower quality than traditional journals. Some saw OAMJs as “data-dumping grounds” – venues for articles presenting data without substantial analysis – while others associated them with work of minimal significance or interest. A consequence of both of these negative views was that OAMJs were frequently perceived as a poor choice for ECRs in particular. Several participants, notably historians and education researchers, also objected out of principle to the Gold OA aspect of the mega-journal model.

There were, however, also positive views of mega-journals. Some participants countered the view of others that OAMJs were lower quality with personal experiences of reading significant and interesting articles published in mega-journals. Several bioscientists also noted that OAMJs have helped popularise and facilitate OA publishing, and had been “pioneers” in terms of publishing supplementary and supporting data alongside research articles. Perhaps most significantly, several participants, notably bioscientists and physicists, expressed support for the mega-journal model for similar reasons as those often presented by mega-journal publishers: as a challenge to an increasingly impact and metric-driven publishing system, and as a venue for the publication of papers that might otherwise not be published. With regard to the institutional perspective of OAMJs one PVC-R stated that “if someone had published in a [mega-journal] that is neither a positive or a negative – what counts is the content of the paper and our judgement on the quality of that work” (Institution A), whereas another (Institution D) did concede that an article published in an OAMJ would be less easily recognisable as a 4* REF quality article.
Rather than being viewed as a significant innovation, OAMJs were typically viewed by participants as just another addition to the journal ecosystem, albeit with specific characteristics: “I don’t see mega-journals as being that different to be honest. They’re one end of a spectrum” (Institution C, bioscientist). Some suggested that the current mega-journal model was likely to prove unsustainable, and that therefore OAMJs would evolve either into titles more akin to large traditional journals or simply databases. This latter suggestion found most support among astronomers/physicists, who in large part could not understand the attraction of OAMJs while pre-print servers (and arXiv in particular) were available as a means of quickly disseminating work.

4.2.3 Views on soundness-only peer review. Participants were also asked for their views on the peer review process employed by mega-journals, and in particular the requirement that articles only be scientifically or technically sound, with no assessment of novelty, significance or interest. This characteristic of mega-journals is perhaps the most controversial, and has been at the heart of much of the criticism directed towards the model. While most researchers were unaware that mega-journals operated such a policy, the subject often generated prolonged and sometimes heated debate.

In considering the issue, several participants highlighted what they felt were flaws in the traditional model of peer review. Most commonly this related to the perceived “obsession” of more prestigious journals with “short term impact rather than long term importance” (Institution A, bioscientist). Words such as “sexy” and “trendy” were used to describe the type of work favoured by such journals, something that was felt to be detrimental to progress across all disciplines. More generally there was a sense that high impact journals, and the incentives to publish in them, were linked to a highly competitive research environment that could be counterproductive, not least in the incentive it provided for authors to overstate the importance of their findings.

Many bioscientists and astronomers/physicists therefore supported the idea of soundness-only peer review in principle. The approach was felt likely to help researchers publish lower impact work, and negative results, and there was a recognition that such work can be of great use. It was also suggested that the mega-journal approach limits the potential for small groups of editors unduly influencing the development of a field.

Most common, however, were negative views of the concept, particularly from historians and education researchers. Often this was because soundness-only peer review was associated with an increase in the number of published papers, and therefore perceived to lead to a form of information overload. Journals’ assessment of significance and interest was seen as a crucial filtering mechanism which was linked to discoverability, with participants suggesting that if everything sound is published, researchers will struggle to identify highly significant papers.

Some participants also felt that the OAMJ model removed an important element of feedback from the publication process – the understanding here being that peer reviewer reports and editorial intervention were likely to be more limited if the significance of the article was not a factor in the acceptance decision. As one researcher put it: “what you’ve missed out from what peer-reviewers do is their formative inputs – not just sifting what comes in, but rescuing or cultivating it” (Institution E, education). It should be noted that in many cases participants were basing such views on an assumption of what soundness-only peer review might look like, rather than personal experience. In contrast, several participants who had previously published in mega-journals noted that peer review reports were often indistinguishable in scope to those from more traditional journals.

4.3 Notions of community
A striking finding from the focus groups was the extent to which notions of community were embedded in many areas of discussion. The term was used regularly in a variety of
contexts by researchers at all institutions and across all disciplines. Communities were found to exist and be important at different levels – within disciplines and sub-disciplines, and through geographic and institutional circumstances. Several participants argued that notions of community were guided and shaped by shared memory – for example, through experienced journal editors who have an overview of current and past trends covered by a specific journal or set of journals. There was also a strong sense of belonging, shared values and the community as a guardian of the discipline, protective of practices and tradition. Relationships fostered within communities were considered vital, with trust a key factor. Learned societies were also mentioned in this context in a number of the focus groups, and were clearly highly valued as a defined community with explicit membership.

4.3.1 Knowledge of the journal landscape. An implicit influence of community on publication practices came in the form of the extent to which researchers described the development of their understanding of the journal landscape. Many participants demonstrated a complex and in-depth understanding of the characteristics of journals in their fields. This understanding was found to develop in a number of ways; through mentoring and guidance by more senior colleagues in the department, conversations with peers at conferences and other gatherings, interactions with the journals as readers and past-experience as authors, and “formal” lists and hierarchies of journals generated at a departmental or institutional level.

4.3.2 Readership and audience. The idea of community was found to relate closely to the potential and desired readership of articles. An interesting finding here was the notion of different reader groups forming “concentric circles” of communities. This was found to apply both geographically (ranging from local to regional to international communities) and within a disciplinary context (with communities encompassing small sub-disciplinary specialties and broader subject groups). Ultimately, for many participants their choice of journal was inextricably linked to reaching and engaging with a particular community.

For some participants, the audience of a journal was explicitly associated with a community. As one researcher explained: “The maths educational journals are important to me because that is the community I want to speak to” (Institution E, education). There were also suggestions that a journal is not just of the community, but plays a role in creating and guiding the community. This is evidenced in editorials for new journals and associated calls for papers that often state that the purpose of the journal is to meet the needs of a new community. One historian stated that journals “help guide how we think about those fields […] it creates a community as much as anything else” (Institution C, historian), while an education researcher highlighted the influence of journals on developing scholarship:

Journals represent a community of people working on issues, driven to address certain inequalities...if you take that out and treat it as a medium to put text into the world, I think you're really losing something important about how disciplines evolve and how you get movements of scholars. (Institution A, education)

It was also notable that participants were keen to emphasise that different dissemination and publication practices were required in order to communicate with practitioner or other non-academic audiences. Despite sometimes working in areas of direct relevance to these audiences, there was a clear sense that the participants did not consider themselves part of these practitioner/non-academic communities. This view was evidenced in the notion that the journal article was not an appropriate medium for communication with practitioners, both in terms of accessibility and comprehension: “we know that policy makers read very little research, what they do read they don’t understand” (Institution E, education).

The notion of a conversation within a community also appeared to play a key role in informing the perceived importance of journals and specific journal titles: “You want a community of practice and scholars that are having the same conversation”
(Institution A, education). Whilst it was primarily education researchers who explicitly used the term “conversation”, for example in the choice about where to submit an article being influenced by its fit within a broader ongoing dialogue, researchers from other disciplines also expressed values aligned to the notion of an ongoing conversation within a particular community. Several participants mentioned that when considering where to publish, they will try to submit to a journal that has published some of the articles that their article cites, implying a form of conversation. In the bioscience and astronomy/physics focus groups, the value placed on peer-review comments and reader responses to articles posted to pre-print servers can also been seen to represent a form of community conversation. Indeed, the act of peer reviewing was described as a contribution to the community, with an expectation that the peer review process is supportive and “familial”.

5. Discussion
As the literature demonstrates there are multiple dimensions by which communities can be understood and three in particular are especially relevant to our findings:

1. type or level of community (e.g. institutional vs disciplinary, academic vs practitioner);
2. function of the community (e.g. enculturation of new members and controlling the boundaries of the discipline); and
3. influence of the community (e.g. journal choice, choice of research area).

We argue that these three dimensions shape researchers’ perceptions and practices in relation to OAMJs.

5.1 Type or level of community
In describing their dissemination and publication practices the focus group participants highlighted the ways in which they were simultaneously members of multiple communities; namely, academic school, institution, discipline, science system[6] and society. As noted in the literature (Harrison and Stephen, 1995; Becher and Trowler, 2001) genres of communication function on different levels. As a recognised genre using specialized language and symbol systems (Swales, 1990) the journal article plays multiple roles within and across these communities. Particularly with regards to the conversational aspect of scholarly communication – the journal article represents the conversation, whilst the journal title functions as the facilitator of that conversation.

5.1.1 The journal article situated within communities. The role of the article is intricately linked to the multiple levels of community being addressed. This is because being an active member of each community requires achieving certain communication goals, such as the need for promotion within one’s institution or to contribute novel findings to the discipline. In reality, an article is satisfying more than one goal since authors are addressing multiple community audiences with any single article. So, it is not so much this goal or that goal driving the role of an article and thus journal choice, but this goal and this goal, etc. This explains why focus group participants experienced tensions in the choices they make about where to publish since any given journal title might achieve satisfaction of one goal to a greater degree than another.

Derived from the findings, Figure 1 below provides some examples as to how the role of the journal article as a genre might vary according to the level of community being addressed, and the associated goal. While some general goals – for example increased personal recognition and reputation – are applicable to more than one level, the goals shown in the figure are unique to each community. For example, at the institution level, when
promotion is the communication goal the article is a signifier of the quality of the underpinning research (e.g. original, significant and rigorous) and productivity of the researcher. At the discipline level, however, where the goal is to communicate a particular message the article contributes to an intellectual conversation in the way in which an author locates the work within a particular body of knowledge (e.g. through citation choices and consequently the narrative constructed around the findings). At the science system level where an article might be listed on an applicant’s publication list the article signifies that the applicant is research active and knowledgeable within the field of research. In terms of the broadest community level, that of society, where an author wishes to influence policy and/or practice as an outcome of their research, then the article represents a vehicle for instigating change.

5.1.2 Journal choice. In making their choice about which journal to publish in authors can find themselves having to prioritise goals – particularly those in sub-disciplines that have an influential practitioner audience (at the society level), such as was the case for a number of the education participants. This then presents a challenge for authors, particularly ECRs, who must balance the goal of tenure or promotion (institutional level) and improving their reputation within the field (disciplinary level) with that of influencing practitioners (society level) and thus be able to demonstrate social/economic impact (which can be seen as both an institutional and society level goal).

Journal characteristics facilitate communication goals in various ways, as demonstrated in Figure 2. Using specific examples, the figure shows how the communication goals and associated roles of the article can influence the factors driving a researcher’s choice of journal. It is notable that quality of peer review is a driver common to all levels of community in our examples, with the improvements to an article that can result from rich and expert feedback being seen by authors as relevant to all goals of communication. It should be noted, however, that in practice focus group participants reported experiencing wide variation in the quality of reviews they received (even within the same journal) and some participants described the very detailed and thorough reviews they had received for a mega-journal submission. In addition, at the discipline level of community the type of peer review was also considered important, particularly the extent to which the significance/importance and potential interest of the paper was assessed. The scope of the journal also helps provide the context and readership for conversations, as does the journal’s archive of published articles.

Speed of publication was also recognised as a factor potentially influencing journal choice at all levels of community, although its importance is dependent on particular
circumstances (as indicated by the brackets in the figure). For example a researcher may need an article to be published quickly in order to apply for an academic position or promotion (institutional level) or grant (system level), to avoid being scooped (disciplinary level), or to influence a time-critical policy discussion (society).

Focus group participants talked about the role of journal metrics, and the JIF in particular, as an indicator of article quality at the institutional level, and both bioscientists and physicists emphasised the role that journal metrics can play in signalling an expert in the field when addressing the wider science system, such as applying for funding. The prestige or reputation of the journal was also seen to influence journal choice in the context of the institutional, disciplinary and science system communities, with the journal again acting as a proxy for article quality. However, notions of academic prestige were not seen to be directly relevant to communicating at the societal level. In contrast, whether a journal was OA or not was only seen as relevant if the intention was to reach a non-academic (society) community.

Our findings suggest that membership of these different communities can lead to different drivers influencing journal choice, be they actual or perceived drivers. Perhaps most significant is the perception amongst researchers in some disciplines that the institutional community requires publication in a high JIF journal, whereas the disciplinary community may be best served by publication in a more specialist or practitioner journal. This emerged as the most challenging tension for researchers, and corroborates the literature on journal rankings whereby perceived hierarchies at the sub-discipline level may be more informative than those at the broader level of the discipline (depending on the nature of discipline e.g. the extent to which it is multidisciplinary) (Herron and Hall, 2004; Menachemi et al., 2015) and are also likely to vary on a region by region basis (Taylor and Willett, 2017).

In terms of disciplinary community and journal choice the role of learned society journals, which provide a formal and structured community, emerged as surprisingly important, providing in particular a familiar community that can be trusted, which chimes with McMillan and Chavis’ (1986) notion of “trust” or members of a community knowing what they can expect from one another (McMillan, 1996). This point can be extended to encompass some participants’ perceptions of non-academic readers, to whom they felt the formal academic article an imperfect genre for dissemination. The implication here is that practitioners are not properly equipped to interpret the symbolic language that has evolved to facilitate discourse within an academic disciplinary community. This in turn might suggest that whilst integral to an individual’s standing within institutional and disciplinary communities, the journal article has less currency as a driver of social impact (Tucker and Lowe, 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Level</th>
<th>Examples of communication goals</th>
<th>Role of article</th>
<th>Factors influencing journal choice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Institution</td>
<td>Win promotion</td>
<td>Signifier of productivity and research quality</td>
<td>Quality of peer review Journal metrics Prestige (Speed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discipline</td>
<td>Communicate a particular message</td>
<td>Contribution to an intellectual conversation</td>
<td>Quality of peer review Type of peer review Prestige (Speed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science System</td>
<td>Obtain funding</td>
<td>Signal of being an expert in the field</td>
<td>Quality of peer review Audience readership OA status (Speed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society</td>
<td>Influence policy and practice</td>
<td>Vehicle for social impact</td>
<td>Quality of peer review Journal metrics Prestige (Speed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.
Levels of community, examples of communication goals and their relationship to factors influencing journal choice.
We also note that within institutional frameworks there has been an increased emphasis on quality of publication (although not necessarily explicitly connected with a JIF) rather than quantity. In the UK context it seems reasonable to conclude that this is directly related to the model of evaluation used in the REF process that assigns a quality rating to outputs (based on originality, significance and rigour) and which limits the number of outputs that can be submitted by each researcher (the maximum was four in 2014, and will be five in 2021). This was an understanding that came through clearly in the focus group data and indicates a significant shift away from what has until recently been a predominantly “publish or perish” culture (which emphasised quantity over quality) in the scholarly communication system.

5.1.3 Adoption of mega-journals. Relating this discussion to OAMJs, we note that mega-journals were generally perceived as existing outside of any of these communities. Their broad scope means they fail to offer a clearly defined community of readers, and their large size makes the notion of the journal itself somewhat fuzzy; few readers if any could claim to read an entire issue of PLOS ONE, in the way they might a much smaller and selective journal. The lack of filtering for significance also ensures that mega-journals not only have lower JIFs than more selective titles, but are perceived as less prestigious, and therefore by extension publication in such journals is not believed to enhance an author’s standing within any level of community. Our results also suggest an antipathy to the model founded on a belief that it removes a key element of community quality checking and therefore control of the disciplinary discourse.

5.2 Function of communities
One function of communities that clearly emerged from the focus groups was the extent to which publication practices were informed by a recognition of community norms. Clear evidence emerged of the enculturation described by Berkenkotter and Huckin, relating particularly to an understanding of the journal landscape. This understanding was said by ECRs to be heavily influenced by the practices, perceptions and guidance of more senior colleagues. It is interesting to note that the notion of traditional practices being passed on to new generations of researchers within the community may serve to limit the opportunity for innovation in scholarly communication. New approaches to scholarly publishing such as mega-journals therefore face a significant barrier to adoption in the shape of these informal but embedded conventions.

The most commonly expressed negative views of OAMJs related to: the loss of filtering/gatekeeping, which was seen as a vital way to preserve and protect shared values and facilitate conversation. This links strongly with the ongoing conversation element of Swales’ (1990) definition of a discourse community, whereby conversation is a mechanism for providing information and feedback. Of course, one of the characteristics of mega-journals is that they have the function to support post-publication commentary, which in theory would support the conversational aspect, but studies have shown that there is very little uptake of article commentary (Adie, 2009; Neylon and Wu, 2009). Related to the loss of filtering/gatekeeping was the sheer size of OAMJs, which was seen as counter to the notion of exclusivity implicit in the valuing of a community. This loss of the conversational aspect could lead to diminished influence of individual researchers in a disciplinary community.

5.3 Influence or impact of communities
In their discussion of elements that contribute to a sense of community, McMillan and Chavis (1986) emphasise on the importance of two-way “influence”, whereby a community must have influence over its members and likewise members must be able to influence the community.
Our findings demonstrate several such forms of influence. The requirements for membership and progression within various levels of community appear to drive current publication practices – particularly in the context of the REF and the needs of ECRs. Communities can also be seen to influence the publishing environment within which they operate. By this we mean that the deeply embedded shared values of communities shape the form and influence of journals. To give just one example, earlier research (Wakeling et al., 2016) has identified a predominance of articles relating to certain sub-disciplines (specifically computational biology and ecology) in the output of the ostensibly much broader scope mega-journal PeerJ. In the context of our findings this could be interpreted as specific sub-disciplinary communities adopting the title, triggering uptake and use both in terms of publishing in the journal and citing articles from it.

Our findings suggest that the needs of academics – for access to filtered research outputs, and for publications that enhance community standing and that are deemed likely to be rated highly in evaluation exercises – sustain the current, effectively tiered, journal system. In addition, journals are perceived as influencers of the community. The importance placed on the journal’s role as a forum for conversation highlights the role editors and reviewers play as moderators of academic discourse. Journals also offer a means of validation, with author standing boosted by articles published in what are perceived to be prestigious journals. Journals are also seen to influence the direction of research in broader terms, be that through the emphasis placed by high prestige journals on impact and “newsworthiness”, or the creation of journals to act as focal points for new or emerging sub-disciplines.

One final interpretation of these results relates to the extent to which notions of community identity influence researcher perceptions of mega-journals. It has been argued that the identity of a disciplinary community is deeply bound to the symbols and genres of communication (Harrison and Stephen, 1995; Becher and Trowler, 2001) and consequently professional identities are often bound to a tightly defined set of journals (Anderson, 2016). The characteristics of mega-journals that were found most to trouble participants – their broad scope, and their removal of filtering for significance or interest – are those that directly challenge the means by which disciplinary communities control their boundaries and define themselves. In this respect mega-journals represent a threat to researchers who value the journal as a means of maintaining and developing their identity within a community.

6. Conclusions

The focus groups revealed that researchers consider themselves members of multiple communities – academic school, institution, discipline, science system and society – and that the journal article plays a role facilitating conversation within each. This understanding reveals the extent to which journals play a central role within disciplinary communities and both shape and are shaped by those communities. However, each level of community places different values on various characteristics of the journal, meaning academics face an often challenging process of balancing these competing factors. Furthermore, factors influencing journal choice at the institutional level are likely to be shaped by either institutional or national research evaluation mechanisms, such as REF and ERA, which adds an additional layer of potential uncertainty for authors in making that choice. The themes to emerge from the focus groups also demonstrate that perceptions relating to national research evaluation mechanisms such as the REF and ERA can often times diverge from the reality on the ground and are persistent across multiple evaluation cycles. This partly explains why participants considered the JIF to be important despite attempts to decouple the quality of the research from the status of the journal title in which it has been published in the REF 2018 evaluation criteria[7].
Awareness of mega-journals amongst focus group participants was low, and the mega-journal model was viewed with suspicion by many participants. We argue that these negative perceptions of the OAMJ model, with its broad subject scope, and lack of filtering for significance and interest, stem from a belief that it fails adequately to meet the needs of communities. This raises significant issues for mega-journal publishers, who clearly have yet to persuade many researchers that their approach adds significant value to the scholarly communications ecosystem. The implementation by some mega-journals (most notably *PLOS ONE*) of clearly defined disciplinary subsections suggests awareness on the part of publishers that researchers want publication venues which specifically serve their communities. Whether this approach will be enough to overcome resistance to the model remains to be seen.

While recent years have seen some evidence of attempted disruption to the status quo in scholarly communication our findings suggest that many researchers are still operating in a traditional publication paradigm, with prestige and high JIF journals at the top of a tiered hierarchy. Widespread acceptance of and engagement with mega-journals requires a fundamental shift in these community norms, something which may prove beyond the scope of any single publisher or journal type. Given the rise of alternative models of open and unfiltered dissemination (such as pre-print servers, and subject and institutional repositories), many of which appear already to have achieved some community acceptance, the challenge for mega-journal advocates is twofold; not only to facilitate the system-wide shift in values that is required for the mega-journal approach to find widespread acceptance, but also to adapt the model better to meet the specific needs of multiple levels of community.

Notes

1. www.arc.gov.au/excellence-research-australia
2. The source data used for the purposive sampling was the most recent Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) tables available at the time 2013/2014 (2015).
3. These findings corroborate studies investigating the relative importance of journals within certain disciplines that have found there to be perceived hierarchies of prestige (Kohl and Davis, 1985), which may or may not map onto quantitative journal metrics.
4. As with the terms “prestige” and “reputation” the phrase “top journals” was not precisely defined by participants. In some contexts it was used to refer to quantitative rankings based on citation metrics (such as the JIF) and in others “top” was in relation to subjective rankings based on disciplinary expertise. See Taylor and Willett (2017) for further explanation of ways in which disciplinary communities rank journals.
5. Predatory publishers exploit the Gold OA model by charging an Article Processing Charge without providing all the expected publishing services, such as peer review (Butler, 2013). They deploy deceptive methods such as falsely listing prominent academics as editorial board members, offering editorships for a price and obscuring APCs until after an article has been accepted.
6. The term “science system” is a concept from the sociology of science used to describe the macro environment in which disciplines operate e.g. national research evaluation frameworks and funding opportunities. The term is taken to encompass a broader range of disciplines than just the physical and applied sciences.
7. Anecdotally, despite that in Australia ERA has not used a Ranked Journal list since 2010 it is interesting to note that in the FAQs for ERA 2018 one of the questions is “Why is the Ranked Journal list no longer used?”
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